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Next Meeting – July 11th, 2013,Clear Lake Park Building– 7:00 PM
passage to get name tags. Phil will be
handling the July meeting and I’ll catch you
guys in August.

IN THE PITS
by Mike Laible

I really don’t know where to begin with this
month’s column. Sometimes you just don’t
know where to start. I mean it seems so
many things are happening at the club and I
just enjoyed one of the nicest events I have
been to in some time – Warbirds over Texas.
So many things to talk about. I’ll try my best.
But to start I must say why did everybody wait
to bring in all the projects the meeting I
missed. What a drag.
I do want to mention that I was supposed to
be at the NATS for July, thus requiring me to
miss the July meeting also. But after
considerable deliberation and I was falling
behind schedule on the B-25, Herman and I
decided it was best to pass on the NATS this
year. However, wouldn’t you know it, another
commitment came up requiring me to miss
the meeting anyway. So you guys get free
reign once again. All I have that is really new
is that the MOU has been agreed to by NASA
with a 4 oclock start time during the week. I
sent it back asking for 2:30 during standard
time. Hopefully I will have an update to pass
on to Phil before the July meeting. Other
items to consider and talk about are safety
rules, pilot boxes, and our motion and

One other club item is that I am a little behind
on Model of the Month plaques. So
everyone, don’t worry, they are in the que
and I will try to get them caught up in the next
couple of meetings. The ones I need to get
done are:
Dave Bacque – Hots’
Kent Stromberg – Top Flite Corsair
Fitz Walker and Don White – Mitsubishi Ki-46
Dinah & Buzz 400
I usually write these newsletters over a period
of several weeks, this one is no different. I
started this in June and I am completing after
July 4th. The 4th was a full day, starting with
flying the B-24 in a tribute to our WWII vets
and ending in fireworks over the bay. The
flying the morning of the 4th was fantastic.
We even had some fantastic ladies drop off
some scones and cinnamon rolls to munch
on. But the flying was the best, Giant B-24,
Hawker Tempest, DH2, Yaks, Hotsers (147
mph), and some trainers. It was a nice 4th
and an active day at the field.
On a closing note, I just bought all the latex
paint for the SPAD XIII, 5 colors, a grand total
of $19.10. My last WWI airplane I used latex,
it seemed fuel proof for gas and I foam
brushed it on. Looked very scale scale hand
brushing it on. I’ll keep everyone informed on
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how it turns out. It should be nice and my
Dad is going to hand paint all the markings.
Well I rambled on longer than I wanted to. So
sit back and enjoy some of the pictures and
articles. Remember, articles are welcomed.

The above two pics are of Dave Bacque’s
Symphony #4. He told me that he picked this
up from Mike McGraw’s estate. Dave
contacted the original builder and found out
the #4 is for his fourth addition, each with
improvements to the design. All I know is
Dave is excited to fly her.

As always, Godspeed and safe landings.
Mike L.

JUNE MEETING
by Mike Laible

As I mentioned I missed the June meeting so
all I can do for this write up is give you inputs
I have gathered or know about.

Above is Jon McFather’s Sig Cougar. I don’t
know much about this plane but I saw it fly
and it is fast.

Tom Altmeyers pattern plane. Here again
don’t know much but I know from talking at
the field this plane has been recovered and it
looks great. It’s another example that one
can refurbish and old bird back to flying
condition.
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The pic below is some donated combat
planes that are also from Mike’s estate. If no
one knows it Mike was an outstanding
combat pilot. The few times I flew with him I
found myself wanted to be like Mike.

Below is Don White’s Buzz 400. From the
pictures Taz sent me this is a beautiful model.
As I said earlier, what a meeting to miss, so
many nice models.

Now for the last model. This is Fitz Walker’s
nice looking Mitsubishi Ki-46 Dinah. At first I
thought this was an off the shelf foam model
but at the field I found out this model was built
by Fitz. I asked Fitz to email me some more
info and this is what he sent;
“It is an Army reconnaissance plane. Known for being
very fast and hard to catch by the allies. I built it from a
kit bought ten years ago (it was originally designed for

speed 400 brushed motors and nicads). It is (was)
made by K&A models. It is built up, but a composite
model. Fuselage is fiberglass. Wings are foam core
which I sheeted with balsa then fiberglassed and
painted. I modified the kit with electric retracts and
servo operated gear doors. Uses brushless motors and
a 3S 2200 mAh lipo. I've since flown it several times
and just like the real one it is quite fast and looks great
in the air.”

Great job Fitz.

Minutes
 Discussion of charges related to
portopoddy Dave still trying to get a
free month
 Refreshments next month Ron
 Dave discussed Mike McGraw estate
and brought 5 or 6 combat planes to
give away with engines
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Show and tell:
Dave Bacque
Tom Altmeyer
Fitz Walker
Don White
Jon Mcfather

runway. The facility is fantastic and the event
turned out to be great.
Symphony pattern plane
Super Fly
Mitsubishi Ki-46 Dinah
Buzz 400
Sig Cougar

Model of the month Fitz and Don Tie

JUNE MOM
by Mike Laible

The June Model of the month turned out to be
a tie. It seemed Fitz Walker with his
Japanese bomber Ki-46 and Don White with
his Buzz 400.

The flight line flowed without a hitch and the
lunches were great. I believe there were over
70 pilots and at least 100 beautiful models. It
was nice mingling with the pilots and
discussing flight and building techniques.
One pilot in attendance that I have read about
was truly a magnificent pilot, Dino DiGiorgio.
He was flying a Meister Mustang (big bird)
about 20 feet off the ground doing figure
eights. I love watching these guys fly and
even getting close to watch hand placement
and movements. It was a treat. By the way,
he doesn’t use a tray or strap.
Some familiar faces from Bomber were
present of course like to bother the boys from
Space City RC. Anyway enjoy the pics.

The JSC Banner on display.

WARBIRDS OVER TEXAS
by Mike Laible

I have heard good things about the Warbirds
over Texas event held in Denton Texas. So
this year Herman Burton and I decided to
travel to Denton and see what all the buzz is
about. After we figured out how to get the B24 and a couple of other planes in the U-Haul
trailer, we were on our way.
The event is held at the North Dallas RC Club
and literally is in the middle of a cow pasture,
a well groomed pasture with a 50x600 ft.

Homeward Angel waiting for her next
mission.
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A nice P-47 covered in flight metal. These
guys came all the way from Colorado.

The waiting its turn. This gives a feel of the
pilot boxes and runway. A nice flying site.

The Colorado fleet.
Paul relaxing in the shade with his Space City
RC crowd.

A bueatiful Corsair with folding wings.
Paul’s fleet. Paul purchases an ARF, breaks
it down, repaints and weathers. He does a
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great job and they look great. The first plane
is the Skyshark P-40, like mine. Nice looking
heh

A Ziroli Hellcat. This plane is owned by a
gentleman from Monroe, LA. Can’t
remember the name of the RC club but I hear
their event is great.
Anyway, hope you enjoyed the pics.

by Russ Shanks

Surge in Electric Power
There has been a dramatic increase in the
popularity of electrically powered r/c aircraft
(and land-based r/c vehicles also) in recent
years. One of the reasons is the ease of
getting into the sport with electric RTF
(Ready-To-Fly) airplanes. You can get a
100% built plane, a transmitter, a receiver,
and a battery for $89 plus tax at the local
hobby shop and be flying this afternoon (
Hobby Zone Champ). Some of you may
remember that the Champ is the plane I
taught my 9 year-old, Dalton, how to fly on

and he was
subsequently
featured in
AMA
magazine
last year. It’s
tiny and light
as a feather
but it is a
perfect first electric airplane. It lets you get
into e-flight cheaply and learn all of the ropes
(battery, esc, rx’s, tx’s, how much time you
can fly, etc.) on an inexpensive model, even if
your skills are more advanced.
Now all of us seasoned pilots know that a
novice won’t be best served by going out and
flying this afternoon. That’s where the
second boon to electric (also gas/glow) flying
comes in…the computer flight simulator. I’m
sad to say that many a new pilot learns this
lesson too late after plunking down hardearned money and crashing their first plane.
Modern computerized flight simulators are
better than ever.
The heavy weight players in this area are
RealFlight 6.5 R/C Flight Simulator and
Phoenix R/C 4 Pro R/C Flight Simulator, both
are around $200. I’ve seen both and it
comes down to individual taste. There are
cheaper versions like ClearView RC Flight
Simulator for about $50 and Aerofly
Professional Deluxe for about $130. But there
are decent free flight sims out there for those
of us with modest budgets. I have used the
FMS (Flying Model Simulator) that is readily
available on the Internet for free and then you
can download many models made for it that
people have developed and uploaded to the
website that are also free. It’s not up to the
quality of the big boys but it can get you some
close-to-realistic r/c experience before
venturing out on your own. (You can click on
any of the names of these flight sims and it
will take you to their web sites.)
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Electric Flight:
+’s
Green electric energy (LiPo can be used for
months/years)
Reduction in noise pollution
No messy cleanup
Reduction of dead stick issues
Easier to fly quickly
No fuel storage issues or disposal issues
Less power train “tinkering”
Foam models are easier to repair
-‘s
Batteries can create a fire hazard, if not
treated properly
Batteries can give out in as little as a month,
if you get a lemon
Can’t handle as much flying weight, generally
Initial electric power technical information and
terminology can be daunting
(But I hope to guide you through this new
terminology to make it easier)
Smaller models (can be + or - )
Local hobby shops don’t carry many electric
planes/helis or their parts
Links: If you would like some links to electric
flight dealers, here are my favorites below
divided into three groups: Local, US Dealers
& Overseas Dealers.
Local Dealers:
Odyssey Hobby – I-45 @ NASA 1 in
shopping center – (281) 557-1424
(Minimal inventory but close)

E-flight – Great name, great planes,
expensive! Also the parent company of
Parkzone. They have higher end planes and
jets.
MotionRC – Owned by a military veteran and
doing business in the U.S. That would be
good enough but he also ships fast and has
had a great reputation for a new company.
He carries the FMS line of planes which is the
larger scale electric war planes that many of
us love. I have FMS P-47 and P-51 that are
staples in my hangar.
Hobby Zone – The trainer line of planes, in
my humble opinion, that includes the best
electric trainer for the novice, The Champ.
The next best e-plane up from the Champ is
a SuperCub.
Banana Hobby – Also carries FMS planes
and many others. I’ve used them for years
without a problem but they have somewhat of
a bad reputation for saying that they have
something in stock and then don’t.
Nitroplanes – Carries lesser known brands
but good planes generally.

RC Hobby Shop – 206 Brand Lane, Stafford,
Tx. 77477 – (281)969-7751
(Great inventory of parts and some electric
and glow planes & RC cars)
U.S. Dealers (online):

Parkzone – One of the few brands that are
carried in local hobby shops. They are an
excellent brand with excellent quality control.
But it comes at a price! They have arguably
the best 4 channel aileron trainer plane made
anywhere…the T-28. There are at LEAST
four of them flown by our club members
actively.

Tower Hobbies – Big name recognition for
gas/glow but generally not the best place to
buy electric planes.
Hobby King – USA Warehouse – Owned by
Chinese but they recently put in a USA
Warehouse – They are my “go to” place for
many planes and most parts.
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were great. I added a little brown into the flat
black and I love the results.

International Dealers (Online):
Hobby King – International Warehouse that
carries EVERYTHING but the shipping can
be very expensive on planes from China to
here. Great place to buy batteries, motors,
esc’s, etc. I’ve had close to 100 orders from
them over the last few years and never a
problem (except long wait times!).

Below are the rub on dry ink transfers. I did a
lot of computer work on these graphics and it
was worth it. The Chief turned out nice
looking and the Show Me gal is something
else. Had a few wrinkles but nothing big.

Hobby Paradise – International from China
too and almost as well stocked as Hobby
King.
Always Fly Two Mistakes High!

B-25
by Mike Laible

It is with great pleasure that on July 1 st, 2013
I can honestly say, finished. The clear coat is
dry and she is ready to re-assemble the
engines. All that is left is to balance her up
(expect it to need a couple of ounces in the
nose from the paint). Everything has worked
out fine and I am pleased with the results.

I slightly weathered the plane. This pic
shows the exhaust areas and this is the
heaviest weathering I did. This is my first try
at the air brush for weathering and I will be
using it again. It was easy and the results

After all the decals were applied and the
weathering complete, I had to clear coat the
complete plane. This wasn’t bad the third
time around painting (grey, olive, and then
clear coat). I really love how the 2 part epoxy
sprays on and really wasn’t that bad to work
with. I sure wouldn’t do it every day!!!
Anyway, can’t wait to get the tru turn prop
hubs and get her out to the field. I am
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expecting some taxi runs the weekend of the
13th. I am so glad I flew the model in the
primer.
Till next time.

HOW ABOUT A PROJECT
by Charlie Teixeira

Free!
I was given a partially completed Kit of a B25J made by Wing Mfg. Co. which I will not
be able to finish and will give it to any scale
builder that would like it and would intend to
finish it. I have built two of these kits (see
attached of most recent)

If you are interested give me a call and come
by to take a look at the various well built
parts.
Charlie Teixeira 281-642-4557.

and they result in a beautiful B-25J and are
good flying airplanes. I flew mine with two
Saito .72s and they flew very well. I currently
have the Top Flite ARF version of this same
plane and do not need another B-25.
The kit is one of Wing Mfg.’s Pro series and
includes a lot of details. The plane has a span
of 84” and will weigh in at about 20 lbs. This
kit is labor intensive if starting from scratch
but most of the construction has been
completed and many parts are ready for
glassing.
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Upcoming Events
July 13th

Sept 19-21
Oct 5-6
Oct 11-12
Nov 2

Bayport electric flyin day / night
fly glo or electric
B-17 Monaville
Kingsbury Dist VIII Fly in
Katy Warbirds
Dayton Warbirds

Club Officers
President:
Mike Laible

281-474-1255(H)
281-226-4192 (W)
mrlaible@sbcglobal.net

Vice-President:
Phil Elting

281-333-1125 (H)

Treasurer:
Dave Hoffman

281-479-1945(W)
832-689-620(Cell)

The R/C Flyer
Articles and Want Ads may be submitted to
the Editor, MikeLaible at
mrlaible@sbcglobal.net
To get the newsletter via e-mail go to
http://www.jscrcc.com/ and click on the
"Subscribe to Newsletter". Once you have
subscribed, you will automatically receive a
confirmation email that you must reply to get
the newsletter each month. After you confirm
you are on the newsletter email list. If you
have any questions concerning the web site,
e-mail Randy Collier at
webmaster@jscrcc.com or Mike Laible at
mrlaible@sbcglobal.net

Club Homepage
Secretary:
Kent Stromberg

281-480-0095(H)
281-724-3762(W)

http://www.jscrcc.com
-------------------------------------------------------------

Membership Committee
Herman Burton

281-474-7133(H)

Safety Officer:
Dave Bacque

281-486-1695(H)

FOR SALE

Instructors
Chief Instructor:
Dave Hoffman:
Fixed:
Mike Laible:
James Lemon:
Clay Bare:
Herman Burton:
Mike McGraw

281-479-1945 (W)
832-689-6201 (Cell)
281-474-1255(H)
281-226-4192 (W)
832-385-4779
281-488-2992
281-474-7133
281-844-5431

Heli& Fixed:
Brian Campopiano: 832-524-9590 (H)
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